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A Word from our Supreme Leader

This month has been incredible for TALON 540!
We are really fortunate to have so many people interested in our team this year.
You can feel the excitement in room 31 whenever we start a meeting. Though the
room is packed and sweaty, it feels great.

Some standout things this month have been on how well training has been
received.

CAD created an AutoDesk curriculum that will be used in
Godwin High School's robotics class.
Programming began implementing Java training for the first
time in 540 history.
Strategy actually had rookie members to train.
Mechanical made its debut as a subgroup.

The face of 540 is changing (both our marketing image as well as internally), and
it’s due to the dedication of our leads and the incoming passion from the rookies.

As captain...
I’m looking forward to how this team will turn out. There are a lot of new kids I
can’t wait to meet and plenty of returning members who are ready to take on new
challenges and research. Even though the district model is new to TALON 540 this
year, if we can get the logistics of it right, I think the extra competition time will
serve this team well, ESPECIALLY if we can tap into the full potential of every
member. That was a common point made last year during voting season—
engaging all students (not just the leads) and pushing them to a new level of
engineering/outreach/media excellence.

So, my thoughts on October?
This is the beginning of over forty new FIRST stories, and the continuation of over
forty more. Our leadership, administrative team, and members all need to work
together to get this start right, and I can see TALON 540 really hitting its sweet
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sixteen this year.

— Minna, Captain

What did TALON 540 do this Month?
The breakdown of some of our subgroups!

Electrical
took a quiz to test the knowledge of veteran members
taught lessons to new members
instead of learning the basics of wires, wiring, and soldering, had an open
discussion on the essentials of electrical engineering and circuit diagrams
sketched out circuits and glimpsed at how the robots' eboards work on
theoretical paper level versus the components we are used to handling
veteran members continued work on the battery cart, which included
applying layers of varnish before school and during lunch study

The veterans members are learning as much as the new members.
This goes to show how learning never ceases.

— William, Electrical Member



CAD
saw the initiation of five new CAD members
trained all CAD members via a prepared CAD curriculum
learned about components of a robot that are CADed
practiced CADing various parts week after week

Programming
made the switch from LabView to Java, making it is easier to debug
problems
started teaching new members of the programming subgroup the basics of
Java and how to program robots with it
began working on side projects i.e. Augmented Reality (AR) Sandbox, which
uses a projector and a Kinect to track the sand and project topographic
lines when sand is moved around anc could possibly be used outside of the
team for a myriad of purposes

Rookie Files
My experience training on the robotics team has been full of fun and learning.
When my friends told me about robotics, I assumed it would be great; however, I
never imagined it would be like this. The people that surround me are funny in
addition to being extremely productive. We know what we are doing, we have



goals to complete, but we enjoy working and we make each other laugh. I’m
surrounded by people I don’t know, but by talking to them, I have been able to
make new friends. This team has improved my social skills and has taught me
many new things.

I’m currently in the financial subgroup, and my accounting class helps me with
some of the things we do in robotics. In the subgroup, though, I have learned
many things that will assist me later in life as well, such as marketing and formal
business presentations. Robotics is a great experience and I hope I will be able to
continue with the team.

— Tanner, Financial Member

TALON 540 is beyond simply learning about and assembling
robots. There's so much more.

— Uria, Electrical Member
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Stay Tuned!

Upcoming Events
November 7th - Rumble in the Roads at Menchville High School

Subscribe to The TALON Times for more updates on our 540 adventures!
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